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An illuminating history of North America's eleven rival cultural regions that explodes the red
state-blue state myth. North America was settled by people with distinct religious, political, and
ethnographic characteristics, creating regional cultures that have been at odds with one
another ever since. Subsequent immigrants didn't confront or assimilate into an “American” or
“Canadian” culture, but rather into one of the eleven distinct regional ones that spread over
the continent each staking out mutually exclusive territory. In American Nations, Colin
Woodard leads us on a journey through the history of our fractured continent, and the rivalries
and alliances between its component nations, which conform to neither state nor international
boundaries. He illustrates and explains why “American” values vary sharply from one region to
another. Woodard (author of American Character: A History of the Epic Struggle Between
Individual Liberty and the Common Good) reveals how intranational differences have played a
pivotal role at every point in the continent's history, from the American Revolution and the Civil
War to the tumultuous sixties and the "blue county/red county" maps of recent presidential
elections. American Nations is a revolutionary and revelatory take on America's myriad
identities and how the conflicts between them have shaped our past and are molding our
future.
Liberalism is dying?despite its superficial appearance of vigour. Most of its adherents still
believe it is the wave of the future, but they are clinging to a sinking dream. So says Melvyn L.
Fein, who argues that almost none of liberalism's countless promises have come true. Under
its auspices, poverty was not eliminated, crime did not diminish, the family was not
strengthened, education was not improved, and universal peace has not been established.
These failures are not accidental; they flow directly from liberal contradictions. In PostLiberalism, Fein demonstrates why this is the case. Fein contends that an "inverse force rule"
dictates that small communities are united by strong forces, such as personal relationships and
face-to-face hierarchies, while large-scale societies are integrated by weak forces, such as
technology and social roles. As we become a more complex techno-commercial society, the
weak forces become more dominant. This necessitates greater decentralization, in direct
opposition to the centralization that liberals celebrate. Paradoxically, this suggests that
liberalism, as an ideology, is regressive rather than progressive. If so, it must fail.Liberals
assume that someday, under their tutelage, these trends will be reversed, but this contradicts
human nature and history's lessons. According to Fein, we as a species are incapable of
eliminating hierarchy or of loving all other humans with equal intensity. As Emile Durkheim
argued, humans cannot live in harmony without appropriate forms of social cohesion.
A History of Psychology places social, economic, and political forces of change alongside
psychology’s internal theoretical and empirical arguments, illuminating how the external world
has shaped psychology’s development, and, in turn, how the late twentieth century’s
psychology has shaped society. Featuring extended treatment of important movements such
as the Enlightenment and the Scientific Revolution, the textbook approaches the material from
an integrative rather than wholly linear perspective. The text carefully examines how issues in
psychology reflect and affect concepts that lie outside the field of psychology’s technical
concerns as a science and profession. This new edition features expanded attention on
psychoanalysis after its founding as well as new developments in cognitive science, artificial
intelligence, and behavioral economics. Throughout, the book strengthens its exploration of
psychological ideas and the cultures in which they developed and reinforces the connections
between psychology, modernism, and postmodernism. The textbook covers scientific, applied,
and professional psychology, and is appropriate for higher-level undergraduate and graduate
students.
Six months after the Declaration of Independence, the American Revolution was all but lost. A
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powerful British force had routed the Americans at New York, occupied three colonies, and
advanced within sight of Philadelphia. Yet, as David Hackett Fischer recounts in this riveting
history, George Washington--and many other Americans--refused to let the Revolution die. On
Christmas night, as a howling nor'easter struck the Delaware Valley, he led his men across the
river and attacked the exhausted Hessian garrison at Trenton, killing or capturing nearly a
thousand men. A second battle of Trenton followed within days. The Americans held off a
counterattack by Lord Cornwallis's best troops, then were almost trapped by the British force.
Under cover of night, Washington's men stole behind the enemy and struck them again,
defeating a brigade at Princeton. The British were badly shaken. In twelve weeks of winter
fighting, their army suffered severe damage, their hold on New Jersey was broken, and their
strategy was ruined. Fischer's richly textured narrative reveals the crucial role of contingency in
these events. We see how the campaign unfolded in a sequence of difficult choices by many
actors, from generals to civilians, on both sides. While British and German forces remained
rigid and hierarchical, Americans evolved an open and flexible system that was fundamental to
their success. The startling success of Washington and his compatriots not only saved the
faltering American Revolution, but helped to give it new meaning.
About the history of the American Revolution and the Civil Wars in the United Kingdom and the
United States from the 17th century to the 19th century.
Cracker Culture is a provocative study of social life in the Old South that probes the origin of
cultural differences between the South and the North throughout American history. Among
Scotch-Irish settlers the term “Cracker” initially designated a person who boasted, but in
American usage the word has come to designate poor whites. McWhiney uses the term to
define culture rather than to signify an economic condition. Although all poor whites were
Crackers, not all Crackers were poor whites; both, however, were Southerners. The author
insists that Southerners and Northerners were never alike. American colonists who settled
south and west of Pennsylvania during the 17th and 18th centuries were mainly from the
“Celtic fringe” of the British Isles. The culture that these people retained in the New World
accounts in considerable measure for the difference between them and the Yankees of New
England, most of whom originated in the lowlands of the southeastern half of the island of
Britain. From their solid base in the southern backcountry, Celts and their “Cracker”
descendants swept westward throughout the antebellum period until they had established
themselves and their practices across the Old South. Basic among those practices that
determined their traditional folkways, values, norms, and attitudes was the herding of livestock
on the open range, in contrast to the mixed agriculture that was the norm both in southeastern
Britain and in New England. The Celts brought to the Old South leisurely ways that fostered
idleness and gaiety. Like their Celtic ancestors, Southerners were characteristically violent;
they scorned pacifism; they considered fights and duels honorable and consistently ignored
laws designed to control their actions. In addition, family and kinship were much more
important in Celtic Britain and the antebellum South than in England and the Northern United
States. Fundamental differences between Southerners and Northerners shaped the course of
antebellum American history; their conflict in the 1860s was not so much brother against
brother as culture against culture.
A look at 17th-century New England religion as it was practiced by the vast majority of the
population, not by the clergy. This work offers insight into Puritan rituals, attitudes toward the
natural word, and the creative tension between Puritan laity and clergy.
A study of the migration patterns that characterized the colony and (later) state of Virginia over
the three century history following its European founding. Dividing the topic into three
patterns--migration to, within, and from Virginia--Fischer (history, Brandeis U) and Kelly
(Virginia Historical Society) study the reasons behind the migrations of various populations,
paying special attention to African Americans, and explore the cultural legacy of the migrations.
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It is an incontestable fact of history that the United States, although a multiethnic nation,
derives its language, mores, political purposes, and institutions from Great Britain. The two
nations share a common history, religious heritage, pattern of law and politics, and a body of
great literature. Yet, America cannot be wholly confident that this heritage will endure forever.
Declining standards in education and the strident claims of multiculturalists threaten to sever
the vital Anglo-American link that ensures cultural order and continuity. In "America's British
Culture", now in paperback, Russell Kirk offers a brilliant summary account and spirited
defense of the culture that the people of the United States have inherited from Great Britain.
Kirk discerns four essential areas of influence. The language and literature of England carried
with it a tradition of liberty and order as well as certain assumptions about the human condition
and ethical conduct. American common and positive law, being derived from English law, gives
fuller protection to the individual than does the legal system of any other country. The
American form of representative government is patterned on the English parliamentary system.
Finally, there is the body of mores - moral habits, beliefs, conventions, customs - that compose
an ethical heritage. Elegantly written and deeply learned, "America's British Culture" is an
insightful inquiry into history and a plea for cultural renewal and continuity. Adam De Vore in
"The Michigan Review" said of the book: "A compact but stimulating tract...a contribution to an
over-due cultural renewal and reinvigoration...Kirk evinces an increasingly uncommon
reverence for historical accuracy, academic integrity and the understanding of one's cultural
heritage," and Merrie Cave in "The Salisbury Review" said of the author: "Russell Kirk has
been one of the most important influences in the revival of American conservatism since the
fifties. [Kirk] belongs to an
Considered to be one of the all-time classic studies of southeastern Native peoples,
Powhatan's Mantle proves more topical, comprehensive, and insightful than ever before in this
revised edition for twenty-first century scholars and students.
The author's twenty year career as a writer, environmental activist, and scholar of all things
Appalachian is celebrated in a collection of essays about mining interests, the dying rural
culture, grassroots activism, and more. Original.
America’s greatest days are yet to come. We are in a painful transition period. Our
government is crushingly expensive, failing at its basic functions, and unable to keep its
promises. It does not work and it cannot continue as it is. But the inevitable end of big
government does not mean the end of America. It only means the end of one phase of
American life. America is poised to enter a new era of freedom and prosperity. The cultural
roots of the American people go back at least fifteen centuries, and make us individualistic,
enterprising, and liberty-loving. The Founding generation of the United States lived in a world
of family farms and small businesses, America 1.0. This world faded away and was replaced
by an industrialized world of big cities, big business, big labor unions and big government,
America 2.0. Now America 2.0 is outdated and crumbling, while America 3.0 is struggling to be
born. This new world will bring immense productivity, rapid technological progress, greater
scope for individual and family-scale autonomy, and a leaner and strictly limited government.
America has made one major transition already, and industrial America became an economic
colossus. We are now making a new transition, which will surprise many Americans, and
astonish the world.
“Cities, like cats, will reveal themselves at night,” wrote the poet Rupert Brooke. Before the
age of electricity, the nighttime city was a very different place to the one we know today—home
to the lost, the vagrant and the noctambulant. Matthew Beaumont recounts an alternative
history of London by focusing on those of its denizens who surface on the streets when the
sun’s down. If nightwalking is a matter of “going astray” in the streets of the metropolis after
dark, then nightwalkers represent some of the most suggestive and revealing guides to the
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neglected and forgotten aspects of the city. In this brilliant work of literary investigation,
Beaumont shines a light on the shadowy perambulations of poets, novelists and thinkers:
Chaucer and Shakespeare; William Blake and his ecstatic peregrinations and the feverish
ramblings of opium addict Thomas De Quincey; and, among the lamp-lit literary throng, the
supreme nightwalker Charles Dickens. We discover how the nocturnal city has inspired some
and served as a balm or narcotic to others. In each case, the city is revealed as a place divided
between work and pleasure, the affluent and the indigent, where the entitled and the desperate
jostle in the streets. With a foreword and afterword by Will Self, Nightwalking is a captivating
literary portrait of the writers who explore the city at night and the people they meet.
William Blake and the Body re-evaluates Blake's central image: the human form. In Blake's
designs, transparent-skinned bodies passionately contort; in his verse, metamorphic bodies
burst from each other in gory, gender-bending births. The culmination is an ideal body uniting
form and freedom. Connolly explores romantic-era contexts like anatomical art, embryology,
miscarriage and twentieth-century theorists like those of Kristeva, Douglas, Girard to provide
an innovative new analysis of Blake's transformations of body and identity.

No story was more interesting to Shakespeare and his contemporaries than that
of Troy, partly because the story of Troy was in a sense the story of England,
since the Trojan prince Aeneas was supposedly the ancestor of the Tudors. This
book explores the wide range of allusions to Greece and Troy in plays by
Shakespeare and his contemporaries, looking not only at plays actually set in
Greece or Troy but also those which draw on characters and motifs from Greek
mythology and the Trojan War. Texts covered include Shakespeare’s Troilus
and Cressida, Othello, Hamlet, The Winter’s Tale, The Two Noble Kinsmen,
Pericles and The Tempest as well as plays by other authors of the period
including Marlowe, Chettle, Ford and Beaumont and Fletcher.
Who is seriously concerned about the state of the world today.
Ballads are a fascinating subject of study not least because of their endless
variety. It is quite remarkable that ballads taken down or recorded from singers
separated by centuries in time and by hundreds of kilometres in distance, should
be both different and yet recognizably the same. In The English Traditional
Ballad, David Atkinson examines the ways in which the body of ballads known in
England make reference both to ballads from elsewhere and to other English folk
songs. The book outlines current theoretical directions in ballad scholarship:
structuralism, traditional referentiality, genre and context, print and oral
transmission, and the theory of tradition and revival. These are combined to offer
readers a method of approaching the central issue in ballad studies - the creation
of meaning(s) out of ballad texts. Atkinson focuses on some of the most
interesting problems in ballad studies: the 'wit-combat' in versions of The Unquiet
Grave; variable perspectives in comic ballads about marriage; incest as a ballad
theme; problems of feminine motivation in ballads like The Outlandish Knight and
The Broomfield Hill; murder ballads and murder in other instances of early
popular literature. Through discussion of these issues and themes in ballad texts,
the book outlines a way of tracing tradition(s) in English balladry, while
recognizing that ballad tradition is far from being simply chronological and linear.
William Blake and the Age of Aquarius / by Stephen F. Eisenman -- Prophets,
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madmen, and millenarians: Blake and the (counter)culture of the 1790s / by Mark
Crosby -- William Blake on the West Coast / Elizabeth Ferrell -- William Blake
and art against surveillance / Jacob Henry Leveton -- Building Golgonooza in the
Age of Aquarius / John Murphy -- "My teacher in all things": Sendak, Blake, and
the visual language of childhood / Mark Crosby -- Blake then and now / W.J.T.
Mitchell
In this sweeping, enthralling biography, acclaimed Pulitzer Prize–winner David
Hackett Fischer magnificently brings to life the visionary adventurer who has
straddled our history for 400 years. Champlain’s Dream reveals, with rare
immediacy and drama, the story of a remarkable man: a leader who dreamed of
humanity and peace in a world riven by violence; a man of his own time who
nevertheless strove to build a settlement in Canada that would be founded on
harmony and respect. With consummate narrative skill and comprehensive
scholarship, Fischer unfolds a life shrouded in mystery, a complex, elusive man
among many colorful characters. Born on France’s Atlantic coast, Samuel de
Champlain grew up in a country bitterly divided by religious wars. But, like Henry
IV, one of France’s greatest kings whose illegitimate son he may have been and
who supported his travels from the Spanish Empire in Mexico to the St. Lawrence
and the unknown territories, Champlain was religiously tolerant in an age of
murderous sectarianism. Soldier, spy, master mariner, explorer, cartographer,
and artist, he maneuvered his way through court intrigues in Paris, supported by
Henri IV and, later, Louis XIII, though bitterly opposed by the Queen Regent
Marie de Medici and the wily Cardinal Richelieu. But his astonishing dedication
and stamina triumphed…. Champlain was an excellent navigator. He went to sea
as a boy, acquiring the skills that allowed him to make 27 Atlantic crossings
between France and Canada, enduring raging storms without losing a ship, and
finally bringing with him into the wilderness his young wife, whom he had married
in middle age. In the place he called Quebec, on the beautiful north shore of the
St. Lawrence, he founded the first European settlement in Canada, where he
dreamed that Europeans and First Nations would cooperate for mutual benefit.
There he played a role in starting the growth of three populations — Québécois,
Acadian, and Métis — from which millions descend. Through three decades, on
foot and by ship and canoe, Champlain traveled through what are now six
Canadian provinces and five American states, negotiating with more than a
dozen Indian nations, encouraging intermarriage among the French colonists and
the natives, and insisting, as a Catholic, on tolerance for Protestants. A brilliant
politician as well as a soldier, he tried constantly to maintain a balance of power
among the Indian nations and his Indian allies, but, when he had to, he took up
arms with them and against them, proving himself a formidable strategist and
warrior in ferocious wars. Drawing on Champlain’s own diaries and accounts, as
well as his exquisite drawings and maps, Fischer shows him to have been a keen
observer of a vanished world: an artist and cartographer who drew and wrote
vividly, publishing four invaluable books on the life he saw around him. This
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superb biography (the first full-scale biography in decades) by a great historian is
as dramatic and richly exciting as the life it portrays. Deeply researched, it is
illustrated throughout with 110 contemporary images and 37 maps, including
several drawn by Champlain himself.
An "account of the origins of the deeply divided status quo and the people
fighting for a more equal, less myopic America"-Nationalism is on the rise across the Western world, serving as a rallying cry for
voters angry at the unacknowledged failures of globalization that has dominated
politics and economics since the end of the Cold War. In After Nationalism,
Samuel Goldman trains a sympathetic but skeptical eye on the trend, highlighting
the deep challenges that face any contemporary effort to revive social cohesion
at the national level. Noting the obstacles standing in the way of basing any
unifying political project on a singular vision of national identity, Goldman
highlights three pillars of mid-twentieth-century nationalism, all of which are
absent today: the social dominance of Protestant Christianity, the absorption of
European immigrants in a broader white identity, and the defense of democracy
abroad. Most of today's nationalists fail to recognize these necessary
underpinnings of any renewed nationalism, or the potentially troubling
consequences that they would engender. To secure the general welfare in a new
century, the future of American unity lies not in monolithic nationalism. Rather,
Goldman suggests we move in the opposite direction: go small, embrace
difference as the driving characteristic of American society, and support political
projects grounded in local communities.
In his first work of nonfiction, bestselling novelist James Webb tells the epic story of the ScotsIrish, a people whose lives and worldview were dictated by resistance, conflict, and struggle,
and who, in turn, profoundly influenced the social, political, and cultural landscape of America
from its beginnings through the present day. More than 27 million Americans today can trace
their lineage to the Scots, whose bloodline was stained by centuries of continuous warfare
along the border between England and Scotland, and later in the bitter settlements of
England’s Ulster Plantation in Northern Ireland. Between 250,000 and 400,000 Scots-Irish
migrated to America in the eighteenth century, traveling in groups of families and bringing with
them not only long experience as rebels and outcasts but also unparalleled skills as
frontiersmen and guerrilla fighters. Their cultural identity reflected acute individualism, dislike of
aristocracy and a military tradition, and, over time, the Scots-Irish defined the attitudes and
values of the military, of working class America, and even of the peculiarly populist form of
American democracy itself. Born Fighting is the first book to chronicle the full journey of this
remarkable cultural group, and the profound, but unrecognized, role it has played in the
shaping of America. Written with the storytelling verve that has earned his works such acclaim
as “captivating . . . unforgettable” (the Wall Street Journal on Lost Soliders), Scots-Irishman
James Webb, Vietnam combat veteran and former Naval Secretary, traces the history of his
people, beginning nearly two thousand years ago at Hadrian’s Wall, when the nation of
Scotland was formed north of the Wall through armed conflict in contrast to England’s
formation to the south through commerce and trade. Webb recounts the Scots’ odyssey—their
clashes with the English in Scotland and then in Ulster, their retreat from one war-ravaged land
to another. Through engrossing chronicles of the challenges the Scots-Irish faced, Webb
vividly portrays how they developed the qualities that helped settle the American frontier and
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define the American character. Born Fighting shows that the Scots-Irish were 40 percent of the
Revolutionary War army; they included the pioneers Daniel Boone, Lewis and Clark, Davy
Crockett, and Sam Houston; they were the writers Edgar Allan Poe and Mark Twain; and they
have given America numerous great military leaders, including Stonewall Jackson, Ulysses S.
Grant, Audie Murphy, and George S. Patton, as well as most of the soldiers of the
Confederacy (only 5 percent of whom owned slaves, and who fought against what they viewed
as an invading army). It illustrates how the Scots-Irish redefined American politics, creating the
populist movement and giving the country a dozen presidents, including Andrew Jackson,
Teddy Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Ronald Reagan, and Bill Clinton. And it explores how the
Scots-Irish culture of isolation, hard luck, stubbornness, and mistrust of the nation’s elite
formed and still dominates blue-collar America, the military services, the Bible Belt, and
country music. Both a distinguished work of cultural history and a human drama that speaks
straight to the heart of contemporary America, Born Fighting reintroduces America to its most
powerful, patriotic, and individualistic cultural group—one too often ignored or taken for granted.
Explores how classical and gendered conceptions of tyranny shaped early Stuart
understandings of monarchy and the development of republican thought.
Critical interest in the characteristics, make-up and management of nonprofit organizations has
seldom been higher. As this impetus grows, this important book draws on advances in neoinstitutional organizational theory to explore the environmental and contextual influences on
the structure and composition of boards of nonprofit organizations. Using information theoretic
modelling, the book studies the interactions of time, place and organizational types (including
faith affiliation) on US nonprofit boards, using unique quantitative data, collected from over 300
prestigious nonprofit organizations in a range of major US cities. With examples drawn from a
variety of nonprofit sectors, including hospitals, museums, orchestras, universities, family
services and community foundations, the book examines how boards evolve over time, in often
unexpected ways; and in ways which reflect the regional, industrial and religious differences in
the same period. Detailing the important implications for theory, practice and policy, this is the
first book-length treatment of this topic to feature such a range of industries, geographic areas,
and time frames. It offers a refreshing narrative and scientific approach; new and
comprehensive subject matter; and a sweeping new time frame for literature in the field.
Man and Horse is a magisterial history of the mounted warrior and the relationship with his
steed. Andrew Sinclair takes as his inspiration Walter Prescott Webb's seminal work, The
Great Plains. The horse until very recently has been the decisive factor in determining military
success. Great exponents of the art of equestrian warfare include, Alexander the Great,
Hannibal, King Arthur, Saladin, the Knights of the Templar, the Reivers of the Scottish Borders,
the Mongols, North American Indians, the Confederate forces during the American Civil War
and the Boers. Sinclair also explores the uses of the horse by highwaymen and figures such as
Ned Kelly. Andrew Sinclair brilliantly shows that the art of warfare from horseback with its
culture of mobility has always been at conflict with the urban domesticated culture. This tension
has created much of the great art and culture of humankind. This is a hugely ambitious and
exhilarating book that cannot fail to enthral and stimulate.
At the nexus of Kantian aesthetics, literary analysis, and the history of medicine, Perverse
Romanticism makes an important contribution to the study of sexuality in the long eighteenth
century.
Be careful. This book is dangerous. It explores with startling freshness the most important
question you could ever ask, and offers with breathtaking courage the most extraordinary
answer you could ever imagine. That answer is so theologically revolutionary and so spiritually
empowering that it could change the course of human history. If embraced, it most certainly will
change your life. There are people and institutions in the world, long in place and long in
power, that want neither of these outcomes to occur. They would rather that you put this book
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down right now. It's up to you.
Discusses the events leading up to Paul Revere's ride, and reinforces his importance in the
history of the Revolutionary War

This fascinating book is the first volume in a projected cultural history of the United
States, from the earliest English settlements to our own time. It is a history of American
folkways as they have changed through time, and it argues a thesis about the
importance for the United States of having been British in its cultural origins. While most
people in the United States today have no British ancestors, they have assimilated
regional cultures which were created by British colonists, even while preserving ethnic
identities at the same time. In this sense, nearly all Americans are "Albion's Seed," no
matter what their ethnicity may be. The concluding section of this remarkable book
explores the ways that regional cultures have continued to dominate national politics
from 1789 to 1988, and still help to shape attitudes toward education, government,
gender, and violence, on which differences between American regions are greater than
between European nations.
Incorporating recent events in the Native American community as well as additional
information gleaned from publications and public resources, this newly redesigned and
updated second edition of First People brings back to the fore this concise and highly
readable narrative. Full of stories that represent the full diversity of Virginia’s Indians,
past and present, this popular book remains the essential introduction to the history of
Virginia Indians from the earlier times to the present day.
Manga publishing pioneer TOKYOPOP is back ... bringing readers Disney Tim
Burton’s “Alice in Wonderland,” a retelling of the film in manga style, as buzz builds for
the “Alice Through the Looking Glass” May film release. Hardcover collectible with
exclusive bonus features and illustrations from renowned artist Jun Abe! Alice
Kingsleigh was a young girl when she visited the magical world of Underland for the
first time. Now a teenager, she spots a white rabbit at a garden party and tumbles down
a hole after him where she is reunited with her old friends. Alice soon learns it is her
destiny to end the Red Queen's reign of terror.
“Painfully good. The book could have been called, ‘Outrageous.’ The story Andy
Slavitt tells is not just about Trump’s monumental failures but also about the deeper
ones that started long before, with our health system, our politics, and more.” --Atul
Gawande, author of Being Mortal The definitive, behind-the-scenes look at the U.S.
Coronavirus crisis from one of the most recognizable and influential voices in
healthcare From former head of Obamacare Andy Slavitt, Preventable is the definitive
inside account of the United States' failed response to the Coronavirus pandemic.
Slavitt chronicles what he saw and how much could have been prevented -- an
unflinching investigation of the cultural, political, and economic drivers that led to
unnecessary loss of life. With unparalleled access to the key players throughout the
government on both sides of the aisle, the principal public figures, as well as the people
working on the frontline involved in fighting the virus, Slavitt brings you into the room as
fateful decisions are made and focuses on the people at the center of the political
system, health care system, patients, and caregivers. The story that emerges is one of
a country in which -- despite the heroics of many -- bad leadership, political and cultural
fractures, and an unwillingness to sustain sacrifice light a fuse that is difficult to
extinguish. Written in the tradition of The Big Short, Preventable continues Andy
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Slavitt’s important work of addressing the uncomfortable realities that brought America
to this place. And, he puts forth the solutions that will prevent us from being here again,
ensuring a better, stronger country for everyone.
A stunningly original and inspiring illustrated history of America's founding ideals and
how they have been understood from colonial times to the present, by one of America's
most gifted historians.
The first volume in a cultural history of America examines the different lives and
customs of the first groups of immigrants to America and assesses the importance of
those traditions for contemporary American life.
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